We present a timing and glitch analysis of the young X-ray pulsar PSR J0537−6910, located within the Large Magellanic Cloud, using 13 years of data from the now decommissioned Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer. Rotating with a spin period of 16 ms, PSR J0537−6910 is the fastest spinning and most energetic young pulsar known. It also displays the highest glitch activity of any known pulsar. We have found 42 glitches over the data span, corresponding to a glitch rate of 3.2 yr −1 , with an overall glitch activity rate of 8.8 × 10 −7 yr −1 . The high glitch frequency has allowed us to study the glitch behavior in ways that are inaccessible in other pulsars. We observe a strong linear correlation between spin frequency glitch magnitude and wait time to the following glitch. We also find that the post-glitch spin-down recovery is well described by a single two-component model fit to all glitches for which we have adequate input data. This consists of an exponential amplitude A = (7.6 ± 1.0) × 10 −14 s −2 and decay timescale τ = 27 +7 −6 d, and linear slope m = (4.1 ± 0.4) × 10 −16 s −2 d −1 . The latter slope corresponds to a second frequency derivativeν = (4.7 ± 0.5) × 10 −22 s −3 , from which we find an implied braking index n = 7.4 ± 0.8. We also present a maximum-likelihood technique for searching for periods in event-time data, which we used to both confirm previously published values and determine rotation frequencies in later observations. We discuss the implied constraints on glitch models from the observed behavior of this system, which we argue cannot be fully explained in the context of existing theories.
INTRODUCTION
Observations of young pulsars provide a unique probe of the formation and early evolution of neutron stars (NSs), as well as insight into the physics governing their exotic, turbulent interiors and their magnetospheric activity. Precision timing analysis to characterize longterm rotational evolution is one way to accomplish such studies.
Rotational irregularities, which are prevalent in young pulsars, are particularly telling. Significant departures from a simple spin-down model are most often due to socalled "timing noise" and/or rotational glitch activity.
Timing noise is the apparently random, long-term (i.e. ∼years) variations in the pulsar rotation frequency, thought to be caused by instabilities in the NS magnetosphere (see, e.g., Hobbs et al. 2010) . Indeed, profile shape changes have been correlated with timing noise in several pulsars .
Glitches are near-instantaneous changes in spin frequency, often accompanied by a corresponding change in frequency derivative. They are thought to be caused by a transfer of angular momentum from an interior superfluid component to the stellar crust, which undergoes a rapid decoupling (e.g., Baym et al. 1969; Anderson & Itoh 1975; Haskell & Melatos 2015) . Glitches are typically followed by a recovery period that can return the pulsar asymptotically to its pre-glitch spin parameters (Lyne et al. 1992 ), though it is sometimes found that the recovery overshoots this value (e.g. Livingstone et al. 2010) or persists in its post-glitch frequency derivative value after a short recovery period (e.g., Yu et al. 2013) . In-depth studies of pulsar glitch rates and magnitudes, as well as the recoveries that follow, have the potential to reveal the physical nature of the turbulent processes that take place in the interiors of NSs, and the matter that composes them.
More specifically, glitch rate and the size of corresponding changes in ν andν are thought to be related to the age and interior temperature of the NS (e.g., Alpar et al. 1996; Link et al. 1999) . The oldest observed population of NSs, the millisecond pulsars (MSPs), are rarely seen to glitch, with only two MSP glitches seen to date (Cognard & Backer 2004; McKee et al. 2016) . On the other extreme, the very youngest pulsars ( 2 kyr) tend to have lower glitch activity than slightly older NSs. For example, the Crab pulsar and PSR B0540−69 (characteristic age τ c ≡ P/2Ṗ ∼ 1.3 and 1.7 kyr, respectively) have been observed to have consistently small glitches (Lyne et al. 2015; Ferdman et al. 2015, respectively) , while the similarly aged PSR B1509−58 (τ c ∼ 1.7 kyr) has exhibited no glitches in over 28 years of data . In contrast, the Vela pulsar, with τ c ∼ 11 kyr, is among the most actively glitching pulsars, with relative glitch sizes in frequency ∆ν/ν 5 − 10 times larger than in the Crab, and more often by approximately three orders of magnitude (Espinoza et al. 2011b) .
Timing observations that can detect glitches are also sometimes able to measure an important property of a young pulsar: its braking index. This can be measured via the second derivative of the pulsar frequency,ν. The dimensionless braking index is defined as n = νν/ν 2 , a key characteristic of the pulsar spin-down evolution (Goldwire & Michel 1969) . Different models of pulsar spin-down predict different values of n. For example, n = 1 corresponds to a purely particle wind-driven spindown, n = 3 to a dipole magnetic field being solely responsible for the rotational braking, and n = 5 is a case where quadrupolar effects determine the rate at which the pulsar slows its rotation. There are currently 11 measured braking indices (see, e.g., Lasky et al. 2017 , and references therein). They vary between low values, as in the Lyne et al. (1996) measurement of the Vela pulsar (n = 1.4 ± 0.2; however see Shannon et al. 2016) , or as in the high magnetic-field pulsar PSR J1734−3333 (n = 0.9 ± 0.2; Espinoza et al. 2011a) , to relatively high values, as in PSR J1640−4631 (n = 3.15 ± 0.03; Archibald et al. 2016) .
Braking indices are also seen to change, sometimes dramatically so: in PSR B0540−69, it was observed that ∆n ∼ −2.1 after an apparently rapid phase change that resulted in a 36% increase in the spin-down rate (Marshall et al. 2016) . In PSR J1846−0258, a change ∆n ∼ −0.5 was found to accompany a magnetar-like outburst Archibald et al. 2015b) , and a 15% decrease in braking index was found to accompany a glitch in PSR J1119−6127 (Antonopoulou et al. 2015) . These make clear that there remains much to understand about the physics of braking indices.
PSR J0537−6910 was discovered in the Large Magellanic Cloud, serendipitously as part of a search in SN 1987A with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE ) for a NS counterpart (Marshall et al. 1998) . Associated instead with the nearby N157B supernova remnant in the 30 Doradus star-forming region, PSR J0537−6910 is the most energetic known young pulsar: it has the fastest rotation frequency of any young pulsar, ν = 62 Hz (corresponding to a rotation period P = 16 ms), and the highest spin-down luminosity, withĖ = 4.9×10 38 ergs s −1 . It has a derived surface dipolar magnetic field of B s = 9.25 × 10 11 G, similar to other young NSs, and a characteristic age of 4.9 kyr.
PSR J0537−6910 immediately demonstrated evidence for glitch activity (Marshall et al. 1998) . Indeed, long-term follow-up observations over 7.5 yr showed this to be the case: by a large margin, it is the pulsar with the largest known glitch rate, ∼ 3 yr −1 , and the magnitudes of these glitches are among the largest observed among young pulsars (Marshall et al. 2004; Middleditch et al. 2006 , the latter henceforth referred to as M06).
This substantial number of large glitches presents an opportunity to investigate NS interior physics in ways that are not possible in other pulsars. For instance, evidence of a correlation has been observed between glitch size and the time until the following glitch (M06), leading to a crust-quake interpretation (Haskell & Melatos 2015) . However, this relationship is not observed in other pulsars.
The high glitch rate results in an overall decreasing trend in (but increase in the magnitude of) the pulsar spin-down rate over time, leading to a long-term negative braking index n = −1.5 found by M06, and more recently n = −1.2 (Espinoza et al. 2017) . It is unclear whether this gives a direct clue into the intrinsic behavior of the magnetosphere. Instead, this may be an artifact of the glitch activity, which serves to inhibit the full spin-down recovery. We discuss the effect of the high glitch rate of PSR J0537−6910 on the overall spin evolution and the braking index in §6.2.
Despite dedicated, deep searches, no significant radio emission has be observed from PSR J0537−6910 (Crawford et al. 2005) . In contrast, point-source emission coincident with PSR J0537−6910 has been observed in γ-rays with the Fermi Large Area Telescope, though to date no significant pulsed emission has been found (Fermi LAT Collaboration et al. 2015) . X-ray observations therefore provide the only current means of detailed studies of the spin evolution of this pulsar.
In this work, we present an analysis of PSR J0537−6910 using the original M06 data set and remaining 5.5 yr of the RXTE observations, for a total of 13 yr of data. In §2, we outline the observations and data reduction, including pulse arrival time determination, and the introduction of a novel method for finding pulse periods in event data such as those obtained by most X-ray telescopes. In §3 we describe our timing analysis, including the derivation of solutions corresponding to each interglitch wait time, as well as the long-term spin evolution of this pulsar throughout this data set, including a measurement of its nominal braking index. In §4 we present our analysis of the glitches in PSR J0537−6910, which supports the existence of a strong correlation between glitch size and wait time. We also derive an empirical two-component model for the glitch recoveries, which appears to follow a single functional description. We also determine the evolution of the glitch activity parameter. §5 briefly describes our search for radiative variations in this pulsar, over the long term, or as shortlived bursts or pulse profile changes coincident with the glitches. In §6 we discuss the physical interpretation of our findings, and their implications for our understanding of glitch and post-glitch behavior in this pulsar, its braking index, and how these relate to the overall picture of magnetospheric and interior evolution in this and other NSs. Finally, in §7 we offer concluding thoughts about this work and prospects for future study of this unique pulsar.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA SET
We have extended the M06 data set to include a total span of 13 years of observations for this work. We analyzed data taken exclusively by the RXTE Proportional Counter Array (PCA; Jahoda et al. 2006) . The five proportional counter units (PCUs) that comprised the PCA together give an approximately 1
• field of view over a 6500 cm 2 field of view. Typically, fewer than five PCUs were simultaneously operating, and so we used data from all active PCUs during a given observation. The PCA observations result in "event", data files; these are a collection of time stamp/energy pairs corresponding to individual candidate photons that have triggered the PCU detectors.
In order to find the optimal range of event energies for our data set, we constructed pulse profiles based on the known pulsar ephemeris. For this, we used event data near in time to the reference epoch of the ephemeris, so as to avoid smearing or drifting effects due to, e.g. glitch activity, which would affect the calculated pulse phase of the events. We found that of the range of energies to which the PCA is sensitive (2 − 60 keV over 256 spectral channels), the pulse profile signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was maximized in the range 3 − 20 keV; we therefore use this range for our timing analysis. The data were taken in "GoodXenon" mode, which provided 1-µs time resolution.
In order to correct the event times to barycentric dynamical time (TDB), we used the barycorr script provided with the RXTE FTOOLS package, part of the HEASOFT software suite 1 . This was done using the most recently observed and most precise position for PSR J0537−6910, found by Townsley et al. (2006): α= 05:37:47.416; δ= -69:10:19.88 (J2000) . This position was also used and held fixed throughout our timing analysis described in later sections. 
Period search
Due to the frequent glitches observed in PSR J0537−6910, combined with the relatively sparse observing cadence and low source count rate, establishing phase-coherent solutions was challenging for the extended data set (i.e. after the final date reported in the M06 analysis). In order to determine the pulse period at the epoch of each RXTE observation, we developed a novel extension of a maximum-likelihood (ML) technique used to calculate pulse times of arrival (TOAs), which we briefly describe here and in §2.2. A full description is found in Livingstone et al. (2009) , who first introduced this method.
We first created a high S/N template profile. This was constructed from data taken between Modified Julian Dates (MJDs) 51986 and 52136, which forms one of the longest-duration and most sampled inter-glitch segments in our data set. The template profile was accumulated by assigning each event to one of 32 rotational phase bins, according to an initial pulsar spin ephemeris taken from Marshall et al. (2004) , and using the abovementioned pulsar position from Townsley et al. (2006) . The resulting profile is shown in Fig. 1 .
For this period search technique, we fit the high S/N template profile shown in Figure 1 with a singlecomponent Gaussian, which we used as a likelihood function I(Φ) (0 ≤ Φ ≤ 1). A phase φ i is calculated for each of N events, based on the best model pulsar ephemeris. A trial phase offset ∆φ is added to this set of phases, which is a function of both trial reference TOA T and trial rotation period P . The resulting twodimensional probability density is then given by:
We evaluate Equation 1 over a finely sampled trial period grid. For each period, we calculate the corresponding event phases and trial phase offsets. This results in a two-dimensional probability density function (PDF) over P and T , from which we determine the median period and uncertainty for each event file by marginalizing over T . For this work, we took a typical grid range of P trial ±3×10 −4 ms with 1×10 −7 ms resolution, centered on a linear fit to the ephemeris values from M06, with the period derivative held at the mean of these solutions 2 . We determined the rotation period in this way over the 13 yr of data used for this work, including the reprocessing of the data set used by M06. These periods were used as input for further timing analysis.
Times of arrival
In contrast to other bright X-ray pulsars such as PSR B0540−69, the other young pulsar in the Large Magellanic Cloud (e.g., Livingstone et al. 2005; Ferdman et al. 2015) 3 , individual integrated pulses from PSR J0537−6910 have relatively low S/N. The traditional method of frequency-domain cross-correlation with our template profile (Taylor 1992) gives often insufficiently precise or inaccurate TOAs for achieving phasecoherent solutions, particular during sparsely sampled segments of data. This would in turn have severely reduced the significance of our partially coherent timing parameters.
To remedy this, we utilized the ML algorithm as described in Livingstone et al. (2009) , which directly uses the event data, and therefore does not lose information due to binning into evenly sampled time series, as is needed for Fourier or other periodogram-based techniques. As described in §2.1, it utilizes the unbinned model of the pulse profile as a likelihood function. However, rather than determining the period as in §2.1, a phase φ i is calculated for each of N events based on the periods found in our search. The trial phase offset ∆φ is now only a function of trial TOA T , and the resulting probability density determined for our phase offsets is given by:
Calculating this over a sufficiently fine grid of trial phase offsets between 0 and 1 gives us a one-dimensional PDF in phase offset, and therefore TOA T = P ∆φ, where P is the pulsar rotation period at time T . (7) 1.19(9) a These data segments are too short in duration to fit for a significant value ofν.
b The reference epoch for this segment of data (MJD 52717.3 − 52728.1) is identical to the previous span; this is because its particularly short duration made it difficult to find a timing solution with a reference epoch centred within the 10.8-day time span of this segment.
TIMING ANALYSIS
For all timing analyses, we use the tempo2 software package Edwards et al. 2006) , which fits our barycentered TOAs to a model describing the evolution of the rotational phase of the pulsar. This evolution can be described by a Taylor expansion of the spin frequency ν and frequency derivatives as a function of time t:
where ν 0 ,ν 0 , andν 0 are the reference frequency and its derivatives, respectively, at reference epoch t 0 . For our analysis, we held fixed the most recent known position for PSR J0537−6910 reported by Townsley et al. (2006) , and used the DE421 Solar System model from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Standish 2004 ) in order to account for the motion of the Earth.
With the TOAs found in as described in §2.2, we derived individual phase-coherent solutions for each interglitch data segment, the results of which are shown in Table 1 . Glitch epochs were taken to be the midpoint in time between the final TOA of the preceding data segment and the first TOA of the following subset. Uncertainties were taken to be the time difference between the glitch epoch and the nearest neighboring pairs of TOAs. We found a total of 42 glitches between MJDs 51197 and 55927, giving an average glitch rate of 3.24 yr −1 . A summary of these glitches is provided in Table 2 .
Short-Term Timing
The unusually high glitch activity of PSR J0537−6910, together with its long-term quasi-random timing noise, renders our ability to perform traditional long-baseline coherent timing analysis difficult. To mitigate these effects, we determine the short-term timing behavior between glitches by using the technique of partially coherent timing (e.g. Livingstone et al. 2005; Ferdman et al. 2015) . To do so, we extracted the absolute TOA pulse numbers from each inter-glitch timing solution presented in Table 1 using tempo2. This way, every arrival time corresponded to a particular rotation of the NS, allowing for phase coherence throughout the full data set. This technique allows the characterization of shorter-term timing variations which may be missed when only fitting long-term solutions.
Within each inter-glitch data segment, a series of short-term timing solutions was fit using rotation frequency ν and frequency derivativeν. Each solution comprised 10 TOAs, successively shifted forward in time by one TOA. The result of this partially coherent timing analysis is shown in Figure 2 , which presents the secular evolution of ν (plotted as the residual ∆ν, the difference from the best-fit rotation frequency published by M06, at reference epoch MJD 52061.3) andν over the entire RXTE data set. We performed a linear fit to the overall trend in the short-term frequency derivative data, and from the fit slope calculated a second frequency derivativeν = (−8.2 ± 0.3) × 10 −22 s −3 . From this, we determined a nominal value for the braking index of PSR J0537−6910 to be −1.28 ± 0.04, with uncertainties in bothν and n derived using a bootstrap resampling method, and representing the 95% error interval. This best fit is shown in Figure 2 as a red dashed line, with the 95% uncertainty interval represented by the red region. This is similar to previously reported values of braking index; however, we believe its utility is limited for physical interpretation, due to the high glitch activity in this pulsar and the difficulty it places on determining its intrinsic spin-down rate. In §4.2, we address this by determining a second frequency derivative that may be free from the effects of the glitch recovery, and use it to determine the braking index. We further argue in §6.2 that the negative values of the braking index previously derived for this pulsar are an artifact of the glitch behavior. We extrapolated the ephemerides found in §3 for each data segment in order to calculate rotation frequency ν and frequency derivativeν at each preceding and subsequent glitch epoch. We then used these extrapolated values to determine the glitch magnitudes ∆ν and ∆ν at each epoch. These are summarized in Table 2 .
We find no obvious relationship between the glitch size, ∆ν, and corresponding spin-down rate ∆ν (see Figure 3) . We also investigated the relationship between glitch sizes and corresponding pre-and post-glitch wait times; our results are shown in Figure 4 . We find no correlation between the glitch magnitude in ν and corresponding wait time preceding the glitch. However, we corroborate what was first reported by M06 to be a strong correlation between glitch amplitude and the wait time until the following glitch, with slope ∼ 0.2 d −1 . As we discuss in more detail in §6.1, we believe this corresponds to a situation described by Haskell & Melatos (2015) , where the initially random glitch occurrence and magnitude gives rise to periods of stability and build-up time proportional to the glitch size. The glitches inν do not show a definitive correlation with wait time, however there does appear to be a preference for large changes in frequency derivative, particularly corresponding to longer wait times leading up the glitch.
It is clear that PSR J0537−6910 is a particularly active young glitching pulsar. We can heuristically describe this activity with the so-called activity parameter, which measures the accumulated frequency change in the pulsar over time. This is given by A g = (∆ν/ν)/∆t, where ∆t = t f − t i is the observing time span, beginning at time t i and finishing at time t f . This sum is taken over all detected glitches between t i and t f . For PSR J0537−6910, we find A g = 8.8 × 10
for the full data set. The high glitch rate in PSR J0537−6910 allows us for the first time to investigate the evolution of a pulsar's activity. We determined A g using several values for ∆t, ranging from 2−7 yr; for each, we incrementing the start time t i by one year, with the restriction that t f must fall within the data span. Figure 5 plots A g at the midpoint of each evaluated data span, for each span duration ∆t, and suggests a possible systematic drop in the glitch activity near the end of our data set. However, this is not conclusive and requires confirmation with additional data.
Recovery modeling
In an attempt to find an intrinsic braking index, we aimed to gain a better understanding of theν evolution seen in Figure 2 . To do so, we performed a MarkovChain Monte Carlo fit to those data in order to describe theν glitch recoveries. We included data segments in our fit having more than five measurements of the frequency derivative.
We additionally found that several of the data segments showed a brief "uptick" and in some cases, a "downtick" inν, of varying amplitudes and durations, There is a clear linear correlation with the amount of time elapsed before the next glitch (right), while there is no discernible correlation with the amount of time that has passed prior to the glitch (left). Bottom row : Fractional frequency derivative glitch sizes (∆ν/ν). In both cases, there is no apparent correlation, however, we do notice a preferred amplitude, supporting our claim in §4.2 of a common recovery behavior. Uncertainties in ∆ν/ν (smaller than marker size) and ∆ν/ν are from those found in Table 2 ; error bars for wait times correspond to the combined uncertainties in glitch epochs that precede and follow the corresponding inter-glitch data segment.
typically occurring tens of days before a glitch. We principally observe this effect in the best sampled data segments. It is unclear from the current data set how frequently this occurs, and to what extent their rate of occurrence and apparent durations are biased by data sampling. Interestingly, this also means that we cannot rule out the existence of these upticks or downticks before every glitch, nor can we say very much about their general characteristics, or whether they represent typical pre-glitch behavior. To avoid influence on our fit due to these currently unpredictable variations, we excluded data within 60 days prior to each glitch. This ensures that the recovery model fits are based on the glitch depth measurements in Table 2 found from extrapolations of the coherent inter-glitch timing solutions. This pre-glitch behavior remains unexplained, and is beyond the scope of this work. However, it warrants further detailed investigation, as it may provide unique insight into the glitch mechanism itself.
We found that a single dual-component model comprising a linear function and a decaying exponential can reproduce the post-glitch behavior for all fitν recoveries. Specifically, we maximized the likelihood of the following empirical model compared to the observedν as a function of time t:
where t 0,i represents the ith observed glitch epoch. In performing this MCMC fit we let the following vary: A and τ , the amplitude and decay timescale of the exponential component, respectively; the slope m of the linear component; andν 0,i , the ith post-glitch value of each frequency derivative, at time t 0,i . We chose conservative uniform prior distributions for these parameters, based on the extreme values measured forν and glitch amplitudes, and we used preliminary least-square fit values to these parameters as starting estimates. Posterior probabilities for these parameters and marginalized PDFs are shown in Figure 6 . We find all glitch recoveries are well fit by a linear slope m = (4.1 ± 0.4) × 10 −16 s −2 d −1 , exponential amplitude A = (7.6 ± 1.0) × 10 −14 s −2 , and decay timescale τ = 27 +7 −6 d. Stacked relative inter-glitch frequency derivative valuesν −ν 0,i , plotted against time since the glitch t − t 0,i , are shown in Figure 7 , along with the above best fit for theν recovery and 95% highest posterior density region.
The slope of the linear component corresponds to a second frequency derivativeν = (4.7 ± 0.5) × 10 −22 s −3
that remains approximately constant throughout the data set. One interpretation of this may be an intrinsic ν for PSR J0537−6910, without contamination from the effects of glitch recovery (see §3.1). In this case, we find an overall braking index of n = 7.4 ± 0.8 based on this value. While acknowledging that we may not have been able to fully account for all sources of systematic error in the quoted uncertainties, our result is inconsistent with a negative braking index for PSR J0537−6910. We have additionally performed a consistency check by omitting data from the second-and longest-inter-glitch interval, which clearly dominates the linear term in the fit, and repeating our analysis. We find n = 10 ± 1.1, agrees within 2σ with our value for the global braking index. In this interpretation, PSR J0537−6910 has the largest long-term braking index known; the physics behind this large value has no current explanation, and is possibly due to a different cause than in other pulsars. Discussion of the braking index and the repeated recovery behavior of PSR J0537−6910 are found in §6.2.
RADIATIVE CHANGES

Search for flux variations
We conducted a flux analysis of our data set to search for flux variations associated with the observed glitches. To do so, we first filtered our event data to exclude known high-background epochs that may have biased our flux measurements. This included the rejection of data during South Atlantic Anomaly passage, Earth occultation and bright Earth effects, and/or electron contamination. We also rejected epochs with pointing offsets greater than 0.02
• . As well, when checking for long-term flux changes we only consider data taken with PCU2, as PCUs 0 and 1 lost their propane layers during this monitoring campaign (see, e.g., Jahoda et al. 2006; Corcoran et al. 2010 , as well as the RXTE guest observer online facility 4 ). We determined the pulsed count rate with a method that uses the RMS variations in pulsed flux (see An et al. 4 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xte/ 2013; Archibald et al. 2015a , for more detailed descriptions). This method is more robust than the traditional flux estimation via integrating the pulse profile above the background level because the latter has a large bias due to uncertainty in the profile minimum.
We searched for pulsed flux variation in two energy bands: 2-5 keV, to be sensitive to changes with thermal signatures as predicted in some starquake models (see §6); and the 2-30 keV band, in order to maximize our sensitivity. We find that there are no significant pulsed flux enhancements in any individual observation with a constant-flux fit giving a reduced χ 2 ν of 0.93 and 1.12 in the 2-5 keV and 2-30 keV bands, respectively. We place a 99% confidence limit on any pulsed flux change of 120% in the 2-5 keV band, and 105% in the 2-30 keV band.
We then combined observations to look for lower-level pulsed flux variations. To do so, we divided each interglitch period into three equal sections. In each of these sections, we folded all observations with the local timing solution, and combined aligned profiles using the ML method described in §3. Again, as shown in Figure 8 , no pulsed flux enhancements were detected, with a constant-flux fit giving a reduced χ 2 ν of 1.03 and 0.93 in the 2-5 keV and 2-30 keV bands, respectively. We place a 99% confidence limit of 49% for any change in the 2-5 keV band and 26% in the 2-30 keV band.
Search for profile shape changes
In order to test for changes in profile morphology, we used the template profile we created for our timing analysis described in §3 as a model for the profile shape of PSR J0537−6910. For each observation we folded the both the 2-5 keV and 3-20 keV photons using the local timing solution into respective 32-bin profiles. We then scaled the template to match the profile after removing the mean values, in order to account for any relative background and/or exposure length differences. We then aligned each profile in pulse phase with the template, using the ML technique.
We determined the goodness-of-fit of our template profile to each aligned and scaled profile by subtracting the two and calculating the χ 2 statistic for the residuals. We find consistency with the expected χ 2 distribution in both energy bands, including for profiles at epochs surrounding glitches.
We therefore detect no significant change in profile shape over the RXTE observing campaign, including at or near glitch epochs.
Search for burst activity
We conducted a search for short bursts from PSR J0537−6910 over the nearly 13-yr RXTE data set, using the method presented in Gavriil et al. (2004) and Scholz & Kaspi (2011) . We created the time series from the event data using 0.01-s and 0.1-s time bins, in the 3 − 20 keV energy range. These timescales were chosen since this represents the typical duration of magnetar-like bursts observed in multiple sources (see e.g. Collazzi et al. 2015) . We did this over overlapping 50-s time intervals, to mitigate effects from the variable background rate from RXTE . We searched for time bins with more counts than would be expected from a Poisson distribution centered at the mean of that observation. In order for a candidate flagged in this manner to be considered real, we required that it be seen in all active PCUs. We found no significant bursts at the 0.01-0.1-s timescales in this data set.
DISCUSSION
Although glitches have now been observed in dozens of pulsars, the timing behavior of PSR J0537−6910 is exceptional. Not only does it have the highest known activity parameter, but the time evolution of this parameter can be extracted. The waiting time for a glitch to occur has a remarkably strong observed correlation with the size of the glitch that precedes it. Finally, the recovery of its glitches can be described using a single model consisting of an exponentially decaying term and a linear term. The latter can be interpreted as a long-term intrinsic second rotation frequency derivative, from which we can derive a braking index. Unlike in PSR J0537−6910, glitch sizes in the vast majority of known pulsars vary over several orders of magnitude (Espinoza et al. 2011b ) and show no periodicity. The majority of pulsar glitch models have therefore focused on reproducing this behavior (Haskell & Melatos 2015) . In what follows, we discuss the implications of these observations for existing pulsar glitch theory.
Glitch sizes, recovery and waiting times
Glitches are believed to be the result of the impulsive exchange of angular momentum between the superfluid content of the pulsar and its normal matter (Baym et al. 1969; Anderson & Itoh 1975) . In the standard picture, non-superfluid material spins down steadily due to its strong coupling to the torque exerted by its magnetic field, whereas the superfluid content lags behind. Once this increasing lag exceeds a critical value, angular momentum is transferred to the normal material, leading to a sudden spin-up glitch. In this scenario, the critical lag is much larger than the lag developing between glitches (Alpar 1977) , therefore no correlation between glitch size and waiting time is expected if the glitch sizes span over a few orders of magnitude, as is most often 51500 52000 52500 53000 53500 54000 54500 55000
Modified Julian Date the case. However, as most glitches in PSR J0537−6910 have similar amplitudes, we expect the critical lag to be close to the lag that develops during the inter-glitch interval.
We can evaluate the critical lag using the activity parameter A g found in our analysis. To do so, we first estimate the moment of inertia I sf of the superfluid participating in the glitch as a fraction of the total moment of inertia I (Link et al. 1999) , noting that this may be an underestimate by a factor of a few, if the superfluid is entrained by the crustal lattice (Chamel 2013; Andersson et al. 2013 ):
We then estimate the critical lag δν that accumulates between the crustal matter and the superfluid, and triggers the largest observed glitch, ∆ν = 4.2 × 10 −5 s −1 . Assuming that the normal and superfluid materials synchronize completely after the glitch, we can then write an expression for angular momentum conservation during a glitch:
Solving for the critical lag, we find δν ≈ 4 × 10 −3 s −1 . There are two scenarios among glitch models that predict a correlation between glitch magnitudes and waiting times: the crust-quake model, with and without the inclusion of superfluidity (Ruderman 1976; Alpar et al. 1994; Baym & Pines 1971) ; and the snowplough model (Pizzochero 2011 ). In the crust-quake scenario, the pulsar is approximated by an oblate spheroid because of rapid rotation. As it spins down, there is a decrease in the centrifugal forces that sustain the equilibrium of the crust. Consequently, increased stress is exerted onto the lattice. Eventually, the crust can no longer support this extra stress and yields, relaxing to a state with lower eccentricity and thus moment of inertia. Due to angular momentum conservation, this change in the moment of inertia is accompanied by a sudden increase in the angular velocity-a glitch. One of the principal predictions of this model is a correlation between the size of a glitch and the waiting time until the next glitch. This is because bigger glitches will relieve more stress, and therefore more time will be required for the pulsar to once again reach a critical point, producing the next glitch. The waiting time is given by:
where
, where G is Newton's constant, and we assume that the moment of inertia of the pulsar I = 1.5 × 10 45 g cm 2 . τ c is the characteristic age of the pulsar, µ ≈ 10 30 g cm −1 s −2 is the shear modulus (Strohmayer et al. 1991) , and we assume that M = 1.4M and R = 1.4 × 10 6 cm is its mass and radius, respectively. Substituting the above values in Equation 7 we find that for a ∆ν/ν = 10 −7 glitch (as is typical for PSR J0537−6910), t w ≈ 10 3 yr, three orders of magnitude higher than is observed. If the superfluid component is included in the crust-quake model (Ruderman 1976; Alpar et al. 1994) , the waiting time can decrease substantially. In this case, the interaction between the crust and the superfluid content triggers a crust quake and an accompanying glitch. The critical lag to trigger a glitch is δν = σ crit µ p GM 2πR 3 Ω rad s −1 , where the critical strain σ crit ≈ 0.1 (Horowitz 2010 ) and µ/p ≈ 10 −2 at the base of the crust (Strohmayer et al. 1991) . Using these quantities we find that the critical lag between the crust and the superfluid to trigger a glitch through a crust quake is δν ≈ 0.3 s −1 , which is 100 times higher than the lag that can develop between two glitches, found from conservation of angular momentum (Eq. 6). Unless the critical strain were at least two orders of magnitude lower, these events seem unlikely to be due to crust quakes. Prior to the realization that σ crit = 0.1, this scenario had been explored in M06 using a lower value for this parameter, based on analogies to terrestrial materials.
A further prediction of the crust-quake models is a possible enhancement of the X-ray flux, caused by the conversion of kinetic energy into heat (Tang & Cheng 2001; Franco et al. 2000) . Taking into account angular momentum conservation, the kinetic energy decrease during a glitch is:
2 (I c + I sf )(ν + ∆ν) 2 , and I c = I −I sf . Substituting in the values derived from Equations 5 and 6 we find that |∆E k | = 1.5 × 10 42 erg. The relative enhancement of the X-ray flux depends on the core temperature. For example, for a core temperature of 10 8 K an increase by at least 2% is expected to occur a few days after the glitch, whereas a core temperature of 10 7 K can result in an enhancement of up to an order of magnitude (Tang & Cheng 2001) . The latter can be ruled out by the X-ray observations presented in this work (see §5.1).
Persistent changes in spin frequency derivative originating from glitches may reflect a reorientation of the magnetic axis with respect to the rotation axis. If this is the case, we may expect a change in the pulsed profile of ∼ 1% for a ∆ν/ν ∼ 10 −3 (Link & Epstein 1997) . Neither the RXTE data set used for this work, nor other current X-ray telescopes have the sensitivity capable to detect this level of change, but this may become feasible with future proposed missions such as ESA's proposed large area X-ray mission ATHENA 5 . In the "snowplough" model (Pizzochero 2011) , the forces exerted by the superfluid vortices onto the crust are considerably weaker than those of the canonical superfluid glitch model (Alpar 1977) , as no normal matter layer is present between the inner crust and the core. Therefore, once a glitch occurs, a much larger fraction of the angular momentum stored in the superfluid is released to the crust. This leads to the depletion of the angular momentum reservoir. Following a glitch, some time is then required to accumulate lag that will result in the release of stress during the next glitch. According to this model, the fractional jump in frequency derivative is given by:
where Q = 0.95 is the neutron fraction of the star and Y gl is the fraction of vorticity coupled to the crust, a parameter that is assumed in the model to be approximately 10% and ∆ν a is the change in frequency derivative immediately after the glitch. This would imply a ∆ν a /ν ≈ 6, which should decay within a few minutes after the glitch (Haskell et al. 2012) . However, our data have insufficiently high time resolution to confirm the applicability of this scenario. The correlation between glitch sizes and waiting time to the next glitch strongly implies that a considerable fraction of the lag developed between normal and superfluid matter during an inter-glitch interval is depleted during a glitch. Moreover, the fact that all glitch recoveries in this pulsar can be described by approximately the same model implies that the same process is involved in the recoupling between normal and superfluid material following each glitch. This has not been observed in other young pulsars. Even the Vela pulsar, which has qualitative similarities to PSR J0537−6910, does not demonstrate the same strong correlation between glitch size and inter-glitch time, suggesting that the lag reservoir is not fully depleted during a glitch.
Braking index
In contrast to previous work, we argue against a negative intrinsic braking index for PSR J0537−6910 (see M06; Espinoza et al. 2017) , measured by fitting a second frequency derivative to the long-term trend in theν evolution. In this way, we find what we propose to be a true braking index closer to n ≈ 7, measured by effectively subtracting the (common) exponential decay component of the glitch recoveries from the inter-glitchν evolution, then taking the slope of the residual linear component to be the uncontaminated second spin derivative. The former negative values posed a challenge to theoretical models of pulsar spin-down which thus far can reproduce values only in the range 1 ≤ n ≤ 5. Although our measured value of ≈ 7 remains out of this range, it can be accommodated in the dipole spin-down model by assuming evolution in either the magnetic field or the moment of inertia over time.
The electromagnetic torque acting on the pulsar is
where k is a numerical parameter that depends on the radius of the neutron star and the angle between the rotation and magnetic axes, and B d is the intensity of the magnetic dipole (Spitkovsky 2006) . If the magnetic field evolves with time while the moment of inertia remains constant, then from equation (9) we can express the braking index as n = 3 − 4τ cḂd /B d ; for n = 7.4 we obtain a decay timescale for the magnetic field |B/Ḃ| = 4.5 kyr, which is faster than the expected decay rate due to Ohmic dissipation of the magnetic field but may be achieved if the decay is accelerated by the Hall effect with an appropriate toroidal field (Gourgouliatos & Cumming 2015; Gourgouliatos et al. 2016) . A time-varying moment of inertia can affect the braking index. Differentiating Equation 9, while keeping the magnetic field constant and allowing for the moment of inertia to vary, we find n = 3 − 2τ cİ /I − 4τ 2 cÏ /I. This scenario has been explored in models where normal matter turns into superfluid as pulsar ages (Ho & Andersson 2012) . However, it is not compatible with the current measurement of the braking index, as the values forİ/I andÏ/I obtained by their model lead to n < 3. Alternatively, changes in the obliquity angle can lead to a braking index of ∼ 7 if the rotational and magnetic axes become more aligned, at a rate of approximately 1
• per century for an obliquity of 30
• . This could in principle be observed as a secular change in pulse profile shape. However, we do not observe this in the current data set, which is not adequately sensitive to perceive such changes; at the above rate of 1 • per century, this is estimated to be at the ∼ 1% level over the entire data span. We remark that a braking index n = 5 is expected if the pulsar spins-down exclusively due to gravitational wave radiation. If we assume that the spin-down is caused by the combined effect of magnetic braking and the emission of gravitational waves (Palomba 2000) , the decay rate of the magnetic field required to explain this behavior will have to be even faster than the 4.5 kyr men-tioned above, making such an explanation even more demanding. We can additionally quantify the effect of glitches on the evolutionν. Their impact comes through two basic routes: (a) the change of ∆ν that occurs during the glitch itself, and (b) the glitch recovery process. In a similar manner to the activity parameter, we can define a second activity parameter
which expresses the time-averaged effect of glitches on the rotation frequency derivative. We find that for PSR J0537−6910 A g = 1.9 × 10 −3 yr −1 , which leads to a change in the period derivative by dν/dt = −1.2 × 10 −20 s −2 , and an average glitch size ∆ν = 1.1 × 10 −13 s −2 . The overall trend inν shown in the lower panel of Figure 2 illustrates the effect of this high glitch activity: while the spin-down rate has a piecewise increasing trend, it decrease during glitches by an amount that eventually dominates its long-term evolution.
We have modeled the glitch recovery as an exponential in order to remove it from the intrinsicν evolution. Using our best-fit parameters, we find that the spin frequency derivative will recover by A = 7.6 × 10 −14 s −2 , which is smaller than the average glitch size. Therefore, even if sufficient time is given for the pulsar to recovergenerally found to be the case for PSR J0537−6910, as the average time between glitches is ∼ 100 d, about four times the recovery timescale of τ = 27 d-the net effect will be a decreasingν. A similar result has been recently reported for Vela, for which it has been proposed that the intrinsic braking index is n = 2.81 (Akbal et al. 2017 ). This was done by using the timing solution just prior to each glitch, so that the effect of recovery on ∆ν is minimized.
We therefore argue that the negative braking index quoted for PSR J0537−6910 is not indicative of any extraordinary magnetospheric evolution, but is rather an artifact of a high rate of large glitches and their recoveries. However, this leaves open the question of why and how PSR J0537−6910 glitches so frequently.
CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed 13 years of PSR J0537−6910 observations taken by RXTE . We have used a novel maximum-likelihood technique to search for pulsar rotation periods in both the reprocessed M06 data set and subsequent observations, until the decommissioning of RXTE . Our results broadly confirm the findings 
of M06.
6 Specifically, we have found a strong correlation between glitch magnitude and wait time until the following glitch, which we attribute to the almost complete depletion of the lag between the normal and the superfluid content of the star. We also found that a single model with one linear and one decaying exponential component does well to fit the recovery of all glitches for which there was adequate data sampling. The linear slope and decay timescale found are not easily reproducible with crust-quake and snowplough models. Further, our analysis does not support the reality of a negative braking index; rather, we argue it is a consequence of the pulsar's high glitch rate inhibiting standard spin-down. In contrast, our recovery model implies a consistent value for the second rotation frequency derivative across the data set, corresponding to a positive braking index n = 7.4 ± 0.8. This analysis presents an interesting problem for glitch physics and magnetic field evolution in young pulsars. Further observation of PSR J0537−6910 with high time resolution X-ray telescopes such as the recently launched Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER; Arzoumanian et al. 2014) will be valuable for investigating the extreme physics that governs the evolution of this and other young pulsars.
